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INTRODUCTION 

Mr. Chainnaq Ranking Member Scott, Members of the Subcommittee, thank you for 

asking me here today. I am Mary Beth Buchanaq the United States Attorney m the Western 

District of Pennsylvania and the Director of the Executive Office for United States Attorneys. It 

is an honor to appear before you today to discuss how the Department has used the important 

provisions of the USA PATRIOT Act to better combat terrorism and other serious criminal 

conduct. I will specifcally focus today on two of the provisions that are the subject of today's 

hearing - Section 214 and Section 225 of the USA PATRIOT Act - since those are two 

provisions that harmonized tools used m terrorism investigations with tools that have been used 

routinely and effectiveiy incriminal prosecutions bng before the passage of the USAPATRIOT 

Act. 

Section 214 of the USA PATRIOT Act allows the govern~mnt to obtain a pen register 

order in national security investigations where the information likely is relevant to an international 



terrorism or espionage investigation. This provision is similar to the 1986 criminal pen register 

statute (18 U.S.C. S 3121) that has been kequently used by crimiml prosecutors to obtain pen 

registers and trap and trace devices ina  variety of criminal mvestigations. A pen register is a 

device that can track dialing, routing, addressing, and signaling information about a 

communication - for example, which numters are dialed from a particukr telephone. Pen 

registers are not used to collect the content of commu~cations. Simikrly, a trap-and-trace device 

tracksnumbers used to call a particular telephone, without monitormg the substance or content of 

the telephone conversation. Both devices are routinely used in c rinlinal investigations where, in 

order to obtain the necessaryorder authorizing use of the device, the governmelt must show 

simply that the infomtion sought is relemnt to an ongoing mvestigation. 

Pen regkters and trap and trace devices have long been used as standard preliminary 

investigative tools in a variety of criminal mvestigations and prosecutions. In many instances, 

these tools are used as one ofthe first steps in a criminal investigation with the information 

gathered used to determine ifmore intrusive forms of surveillance, such as search warrants or 

wiretaps, are justified. Use ofthese tools may oftentimes lead mvestigatorsandprosecutorsto 

additioml suspects or targets in an investigation because of their important ability to allow 

prosecutors to link defendants or "connect the dots" in a conspiracy or other type of criminal 

offense. 

To obtain a pen register or trap and trace device under 18 U.S.C. S 3121 et seq., a 

criminal prosecutor must certify that the infomtion sought is relevant to an ongoing criminal 

investigation, and upon that certification, the court enters at] ex pnrte order authorizing the 

installation and use o f  a pen register o r  a trap and trace device. There is no requirement that the 



court make aprobable cause finding. Under long-settled S u p ~ m e  Court precedent, the use of 

pen registers does not constitute a "search" within the meaning of the Fourth Amendment. As 

such, the Constitution does not require that the government obtain court approval before 

installing a pen register. The absence of a probable cause requirement is justified because the 

devices merely obtain infbrmation that is voluntarily disclosed to the telephone service provider. 

Therefore, there is no reawnable expectation ofprivacy m the mformtion. 

Currently under FISA, government officials simihrly m y  seek a court order for a pen 

register or trap-and-trace device to gather foreign intelligence information or infomration a b u t  

intemtional terrorism or espionage. Prior to enactment of the USAPATRIOT Act, however, 

FISA required governnxnt personnel to certify not just that the information they sought was 

relevant to an intelligence investigation, but also that the facilities to be monitored had been used 

or were about to be used to contact a foreign agent or an agent of a foreign power, such as a 

terrorist or spy. Thus, it was muchmore difficuk to obtain an effective pen register or trap-and- 

trace order in an mtematbnal terrorisminvestigation than in a criminal investigation. 

Section 214 of the USA PATRIOT Act brought authorities for terrorism and other foreign 

intelligence mvestigations more into lim with similar criminal authorities by permitting court 

approval of FISA pen registers and hap-and-trace orders even though an applicant might be 

unable to certfy at that stage ofan investigation that the kcilities themelves, such as phones, are 

used by foreign agents or those engaged in international terrorist or clandestim intelligence 

activities. Significantly, however, applicants must still certifi that the devices are likely to  obtain 

foreign mtelligence information mt  concerning a U.S. person, or information relevant to an 

internationalterrorism investigation. Section 214 streamlined the process for obtaining pen 



registers under FISA while preserving the existing court-order requirement that is evaluated by 

the same relevance standard as in the criminal context. Now as hefore, investigators cannot install 

a pen register unless they apply for and receive permission from the FISA Court. In  addition, 

Section 214 explicitly safeguards First Amendment rights. It requires that any investigation of a 

United States person not be conducted solelyupon the basis of activitiesprotected by the First 

Amendment to the Constitution. As a result, the Department of Justice must satisfy the FISA 

Court that its investigation is not solely based upon First Amendment protected activity, which 

requires the Department to  inform the Court o f  the justification for the investigation. 

If Section 214 were allowed to expire, it would be more dificult to obtain a pen register 

order in an international terrorisminvestigation than in a crininal investigation, and investigators 

would have a harder t i m  developing leads inimportant terrorism investigations. 

Section 225 of the USA PATRIOT Act also harmonized the FISA context and crininal 

prosecutions--in this case extending an important provision used for years in criminal prosecutions 

to the FISA context. The United States may obtain electronic surveillance and physjcal search 

orders from the FISA Court concerning an entity or individual whom the court fmds probable 

cause to believe is an agent of a foreign power. Generally, however, as in the caseof criminal 

wiretaps and electronic surveillance, the United States requires the assistance ofprivate 

communications providers to carry out such court orders. In the criminal and civilcontexts, those 

who disclose information pursuant to a subpoena or court order are gemrally exempted fmm 

liability. For example, those assisting the government in carrying out criminal investigative 

wiretaps are provided with immunity fiom civil liability. This immunity is important because it 



helps to secure the prompt coopemtion ofprimte parties with law enforcanent offcers to ensure 

the effective implementation ofcourt orders. 

Prior to the passage of the USA PATRIOT Act, however, while those assisting in the 

implementation of crimiml wiretaps were provided with imunity, no similar immunity protected 

those companies and individuals assisting the government in carrying out surveillance orders 

issued bythe FISA Court under FISA. Section 225 ended this anomaly by providing immunity to 

those who assist the govemmnt in implemnting FISA surveillance orders, thus ensurmg that 

such entities and individuals will comply with orders issued by the FISA Court without delay. 

This immunity is important because it helps to secure the prompt cooperation of private parties, 

suchas telephone companies, whose assistance is necessary for the effectix inplanentationof 

court orders. For example, in the investigation ofan espionage subject, t k  FBI was able to 

convine a company to assist in the installation of technical equipment pursuant to a FISA order 

by providing a letter outlining the immunity fiom civil liability associated with complying with the 

FlSA order. Section 225 has been praised for protecting those companies and individuals who 

are sinply fulfilling their legal obligations. Ifsection225 isalbwed to expire, it wou!d be m r e  

difficult for the Department of Justice to implement FlSA surveillance orders in a timely and 

effective manner. Because Section 225 simply extends to the FISA context the exemption long 

applied in the civil and crininalcontexts, where individuals who discbse information pursuant to 

a subpoena or court order generally are i m n e  from liability for disclosure, it should be made 

permanent. 



I thank you for inviting m here and giving m the opportunity to expkin m comrete 

terns how the USA PATRIOT Act has changed the way we fight terrorism. I hope you agree 

that there is no good reason for investigators to have fewer too 1s to use in terrorism investigations 

than they have long used m criminalinvestigations. Fortunately, the USA PATRIOT Act was 

passed by Congress to correct these flaws in the system. Now that we have fixed this process, we 

can't go back. We must continue to pursue the terrorists with every legal means available. The 

law enforo~ment commnity needs the inportant tools of the USAPATRIOT Act to continue to 

keep our nation safe fom attack. 

I thank this Committee for its continued leadership and support. I will be happy to 

respond to any questions you may have. 


